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Iron Gates of the Danube

hiking on the footsteps of Sir Patrick Leigh Fermor
“...mountains rising steeply out of the flat eastern
horizon like a school of whales.”
Patrick Leigh Fermor, “Between the Woods and the Water”
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Never heard of Orchis simia or Tulipa hungarica? Nevermind! While searching
for them we discover spectacular sceneries at the “Iron Gates” (Europe's
longest river gorge) and in the Cerna Valley. We pay home visits to the locals
(some of them live in the middle of this stunning landscapes) and taste their
food and drinks. The intricate past of the Banat region is revealed by the
miniature copy of Vienna's former “Burgtheater” and by Timișoara's top notch
Art Nouveau.
When the Europeans hear about Romania
and the Danube, the first thought slips
to the Danube Delta – what are those
Iron Gates of the Danube, anyway?!
1050 kilometres before reaching the sea,
the Danube meets the Carpathians and
crosses them through Europe's longest
river gorge. The English writer Sir Patrick
Leigh Fermor described the fascinating
area in one of his novels.
Despite the low altitude we see dramatic
walls of limestone or granite reaching
250-300 meters in height, but also more
hospitable, forested slopes. This is also
Romania's warmest region: a touch of the
Mediterranean makes fig trees thrive in
orchards, while the wild flora is
dominated by bushes of lilac (in full
blossom during our tour) and smoketree.
On the dry slopes or in the forests hikers
find rare orchids or an endemic
yellow tulip, while Hermann's (“Greek”)
tortoise is quite common in the area.

adjacent Cerna Valley and Nera Gorge.
These mountains are not deserted: we'll
meet many locals in their interesting
environments.
The area belongs to the Banat region,
so the cultural sightseeing covers a huge
time span, from the Romans to the
Communist dictator Ceaușescu. The most
eye-catching features are due to the
Habsburgs; we'll admire their heritage in
the spa resort of Herculane, at the
theatre in Oravița and in the lofty Art
Nouveau of Timișoara.

And yet, this is a hiking tour rather than
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a botanicalSCtrip:
we'll discover the wild
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Day 1. Incoming flight, Curtea and Poieni
wooden churches. D2. Meadows with orchids,
lunch at peasants, wooden church Zolt, pottery
in Jupânești. D3. Sheperds' hut, European
buffaloes. D4. Hiking in Cerna Valley, Țăsna
Gorge, orchids. D5. ”Lost hamlets” in Cerna
Valley. D6. Danube's “Cauldrons”, boat trip,
orchids. D7. Mt. Trescovăț. D8. Oravița old
theatre. D9. Timișoara city tour, return flight.

www.tymestours.ro/ORCHIDS
! another tour package is ready for late April,
with focus on wild tulips and on different orchid
species than in the tour above:

www.tymestours.ro/TULIPS
Active: hiking, intermediate level – 3 to 5 hrs.
walking time, 300-500 meters height difference
(1x 600 m, Mt. Trescovat).

When? Mid- to late April for “Wild Tulips and
Orchids”, late May for “(Only) Orchids”.

With accommodation in DBL-rooms with own
bathroom, full-board, entrance fees, boat trip,
transportation, guiding.

Flights (not included) to Timișoara (low-cost
from London Lutton, or with Lufthansa via
Munich), Budapest or Belgrade (not included).
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the butterfly orchid (Anacamptis papilionacea)
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Foreword: out of the many tours for hiking in
Romania, this one touches a corner of the
Carpathians which is only very seldom visited by
foreigner – and, actually, also the Romanians do
not know much about the area. It is by far not a
purely botanical trip – but can be made ”more
botanical” at the request of interested groups or
partners (tour operators). The landscapes are
definitely more spectacular than the orchids. Last
but not least, the part of ”culture & people” does
not come short, it is included as well as through
many contacts with the local peasants (we'll have
the chance to see how they actually live, several
times) but also with great historical sightseeing –
not only in the countryside, but also as historical
urban landscapes.
Day 01 – Friday
Welcome to your hiking tour in Romania!
Wooden churches of the Banat region

Right at the beginning a few
considerations
about
the
incoming flight, since this may
lead to some changes in the
first and last days, respectively.
There are three main options
for it:

•

To Timisoara airport, low-cost direct
flight. This has the advantage of being
straightforward and saving time time, but,
at the moment, we only have direct flights
as low-cost from London Luton (with
WizzAir).

•

To Timisoara via Munich, with
Lufthansa, there are two-three flights per
day, allowing for various possibilities of
the flight starting from London or other
airports in the UK (or from other European
airports, in fact).

•

To the airport in Budapest, multiple
choices. Most major European flight
companies have daily flights to Budapest,
but this brings a transfer of ca. 3 hrs.
(depending on traffic conditions; 285 km,
of which 175 km highway). In a
predictable future (2016) Timisoara will be
connected directly to the airport in
Budapest. We can arrange the van
transfer from Budapest.
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Upon landing on the airport of Timișoara and
meeting the guide and the bus driver, we head for
the mountains of eastern Banat region. From the
many wooden churches of the area, we've picked
two to be visited – in the villages of Curtea and
Poieni, respectively. Both their architecture and
paintings illustrate the influence of the urban
Baroque of the late XVIII-th century, promoted by
the Habsburg rulers in the Banat; these two tiny
churches, humble as they are, serve to an
introduction into the complicated past of the Banat
region, and into the present situation of the
Romanian countryside. Depending on time, we
might have a short walk to discover the first
orchids of the trip, close to the accommodation
place. We'll spend two nights in the north-eastern
Banat, in a guesthouse (in a village) or in a small
hotel (outside any settlement).
Day 02 – Saturday
Hiking in countryside, orchids

We'll explore some more the
world of small mountain
villages in the forested valleys
of Poiana Rusca Mountains.
The hike is pretty long (a total
of cca. 6 hrs walking time) but
without strenuous ascents or
descents, and with many breaks. As soon as we
walk out of the hamlet Luncanii de Sus we start
encountering orchids like Platanthera bifolia and
Cephalanthera longifolia and probably also large
numbers of Anacamptis morio (these last ones
normally flower a bit earlier, but they are in such
large numbers, that even in late May they are still
possible to spot); with a bit of luck we might spot
the tiny flowers of Neotinea ustulata, while the
flowers of Anacamptis palustris ssp. elegans are
just about to open in lower, marshy areas (in
places, quite abundant). The area comprises
dolomites and limestones, but, despite the
presence of a few caves, this is not a typical karst
area like we'll encounter later during our tour. A
good part of the hiking takes place in mixed
woods with beech, oak and birch, but also with
surprising high amounts of lime and wild cherry
and even with a few sweet chestnut trees. At noon
we reach the village Zolt, where we are awaited
by the locals with a hearty lunch meal –
everything is, of course, home-made, and a glass
of “țuica” (plum brandy) goes well along with the
caloric dishes. The well preserved wooden church
of the village is yet another interesting spot to see
(also has beautiful paintings). The walk continues
over another hill to the nearby village of
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Jupânești, where we visit a small (and quite
simple) peasant workshop for pottery; tourists are
very rare here (just like in the whole area), so
please expect something very basic, practicaloriented.
H.: ca. 5-6 hrs., ↑300, ↓450 (difference of altitude,
in meters).
Most of the ascent is done at the beginning (cca. 150-200
meters difference of altitude), on pastures and clearings.
Following is a sector in slow descent, mostly through
forest. The second part of the hiking (after the break for
lunch and visit) takes place mostly on pastures, small
cultivated fields and a young forest. There are no rocky
sectors, but we might encounter places overgrown by
bushes – we always try to clear such sectors in advance.

Day 03 – Monday
European bison and sheepfold visit

First thing in the morning, upon
leaving
our
accommodation
place, we drive south. Banat's
main road, once part of the road
connecting Vienna to Istanbul,
brings us in yet another mountain
range - “Muntii Țarcu”, part of the
Southern Carpathians. In a deep
side valley, off the village of
Armeniș,
the
WWF
and
“Rewilding Europe” introduced wisents (European
buffaloes) in 2014. The project will take many
years, and one of its goals is to make the local
population understand better the economical
values of the natural heritage. Within an easy
hiking tour we'll try to spot Europe's largest
herbivore grazing on the small pastures of Țarcu
Mountains and also look for tracks of bear and
wolf. There's good chances to encounter some
Dactylorhiza or some other orchid species, but
the focus lies specifically on animals on this day.
H.: ca. 3-5 hrs., ↑300-500, ↓300-500 (difference of
altitude, in meters) – it all depends on where we'll
find the bisons. Most of the ascent is done at the
beginning, on a forestry (tractor) road combined with
footpath. The descent is in similar conditions, but on
another way. Depending on where we'll find the bisons,
we might encounter sectors with bushes or with thick,
dense forest. No rocky terrain.

But we don't forget the humans: in the early
afternoon we'll visit a sheepfold, where a sheep
has been delightfully cooked, following an old
(and pretty time-consuming) recipe; together with
the production of plum brandy (for which the
south-eastern part of the Banat is famous), sheep
growing is still very important in these mountains,
just like centuries ago. In the evening we reach
the resort Băile Herculane, already lying deep
SC Tymes Globetrotter SRL
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south in the Banat region. We'll be
accommodated in a mid-sized hotel – Hotel
”Golden Spirit”*** (or similar), built just a few years
ago and with good amenities.
Day 04 – Tuesday
Hiking in the most beautiful valley of the
Carpathians

The resort Băile Herculane
(or simply “Herculane”) lies
on the river Cerna – this
deep
valley
has
quite
stunning
landscapes
(Romania's oldest natural
reserve was established
here, now a national park),
we'll see some of them within
two days of hiking in the
middle sector of the Cerna Valley. Today we'll
walk on the left (eastern) side of the valley, which
comprises the Mehedinti Mts. (Munții Mehedinți),
an area with extensive limestone formations. After
a short (but fairly steep) ascent we reach ”Cheile
Țăsnei” (the Gorge of Țăsna): the cluttered white
limestone cliffs are just as spectacular as the
Banat black pines growing on them, apparently
without any place for the roots. This pine species,
Pinus nigra ssp. banatica, is endemic to the
Cerna Valley (the next related species grow in the
Crimean Peninsula) and give a distinct, almost
exotic look, to many rock faces of the Cerna
Valley. From here we now walk almost
horizontally, quite relaxed, first through a virgin
beech forest and then through a series of
clearings and pastures located right bellow the
limestone walls (in other words: very beautiful
views over a long distance). These clearings host
a wealth of species, among them we notice
Orchis
militaris,
Cephalanthera
bifolia,
Gymnadenia conopsea. At closer looks in the
grass, in areas with a bit more moisture, we
discover Coeloglossum viride, while Anacamptis
coriophora is just about to open its flowers in
sunnier spots of the pastures. The big hit of the
day might be the lady's slipper (Cypripedium
calceolus), for which there have been erratic
reports in the area. However, we couldn't find it up
to now, so we are determined to spend more time
searching for it in the season of 2015. Also many
species of butterflies inhabit the grasslands.
H.: ca. 4-5 hrs., ↑450, ↓450. The hiking begins with a
pretty steep ascent on footpath (zigzagged for most of it),
we gain rapidly cca. 300 meters in altitude. Then it goes
mostly horizontal, on footpath (on some place, a bit
overgrown with bushes). The descent is mild, on footpath.
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No rocky terrain throughout the day, some small rocks
scattered at the beginning.

We'll descend from this paradise in the afternoon
and drive the 15 km back to Herculane. It is time
for a visit of the resort; already the Romans used
the hot sulphurous springs for healing, but much
later, after 1716, it was re-built by the Austrians as
true, typical Central-European “Kurort”. Many old
buildings
remind
on
the
heydays
of
“Herkulesbad”, you hear interesting stories about
Franz Joseph and his famous wife Sissi
(Elisabeth; she spent holidays here five times!)
while we tour through the now dramatically
decayed resort; trees and bushes grow on roofs
and on the intricately decorated neo-Baroque
attics.
Day 05 – Wednesday
Hiking in Cerna Valley, to isolated hamlets

We'll have another hike today in
the middle Cerna Valley, but this
time on the right (western) side,
in the Cerna Mountains. The
focus today lies not so much on
plants, as on the particular
cultural and natural landscape –
the two mix here in a unique way.
In order to reach the hamlet “Scărișoara” (this
means ”the little ladder” in Romanian) we have to
climb a set of rather massive wooden ladders,
leaned on a limestone face (this sector is not
difficult! just interesting). We are rewarded by fine
views in all directions. From here we go almost
horizontally, preserving the gained altitude,
through a set of tiny settlements with scattered
households. The people here are extremely
isolated, they can be reached only on foot or by
horse and some of them still don't have electrical
power (and those which do, have it from homemade, primitive and unreliable water-driven
installations). Considering the isolation (and the
scarcity) of these humans, we think that the name
“lost world” best describes the area. We have the
opportunity of a closer look into the life of this
people as we'll have a simple lunch at one
peasant family.
H: cca. 4 hrs., difference of altitude ↑500 ↓500
meters. Part of the beginning is a pretty steep ascent, on
a good zigzagged footpath. The ladders pose no technical
challenge, they do not hang but are leaned on the slope;
they are heavy and solid, and do not move when used.
After the ascent follows a long, almost horizontal sector,
on a very good footpath. The descent is mostly mild, on
good footpath. No rocky terrain, no bushes.

After descending from the “Lost World” down to
SC Tymes Globetrotter SRL
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the Cerna, we take the bus and head for the
Danube, which is actually not far away from here.
It is the area of “the Iron Gates of the Danube”,
where we're going to spend the next days (three
overnights) at Pensiunea ”Iulia”, a small
guesthouse west of the town Orsova.
For more pictures visit the album on FaceBook, dedicated
to this day (tour April-May 2013).

Day 06 – Thursday
”Cazanele Mari” in the Iron Gates of the
Danube, boat trip, orchids and tortoises

Our accommodation lies directly on
the shore of the Danube, so already
at the breakfast on the terrace we
are greeted with fine views of the
Kazan Pass, which is the narrowest
sector of the gorge and begins not
far from the guesthouse. Actually
we'll look closer to this area on this
day, within a 3 hrs. hiking in the
“Cazanele Mari” (“Big Cauldrons”),
which will bring us on the edge of a karst plateau,
right above the “Cauldrons” - great views!
H.: ca. 3.5 hrs. ↑150 ↓300. The hiking is very easy,
the only ascent takes place at the beginning, on footpath.
We might encounter bushes on several places during the
descent, we'll try to clear it before the tour. The end of the
hiking route, on the place where embarking on the boat, is
rocky but not truly a technical challenge – just needs a bit
of focus when embarking.

This is followed by a one-hour boat trip right
between the huge limestone walls bordering the
Danube. If the conditions allow, we might visit the
interesting Ponicova Cave, which opens right on
this sector (because of a stream flowing through
the cave, the visit is possible only after longer dry
periods).
Historical
sights
widen
our
understanding of the region's history: the Roman
inscription called “Tabula Traiana” tells the story of
the Roman legions which built a road through the
Iron Gates in order to conquer the antique Dacia,
while the huge head of the Dacian king Decebal,
carved into a limestone cliff, greets his enemy
from the northern river bank. But this is also
Romania's warmest corner, so we'll enjoy some
nice species of orchids: most spectacular is the
butterfly orchid (Anacamptis papilionacea),
reaching here its northernmost limit, but we also
encounter the pyramidal orchid (Anacamptis
pyramidalis) and the more elusive (despite its
large flowers) Limodorum abortivum. While
searching for this last species at woodland
margins we have many chances of meeting the
Greek (Hermann's) tortoise (Testudo hermanni
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boettgeri), which inhabits the area in large
numbers, but is not easy to spot. We'll also take
some time to search for Ophrys apifera (bee
orchid); we haven't find it yet, but we know for
sure that it grows here.
We have pictures for this day on an album on FaceBook
(tour April-May 2013).

Day 07 – Thursday
Trescovăț – a peak with great views

Once again a day dedicated to a
longer hiking – it will take us on
the peak of Mt. Trescovăț.
Without even reaching 700
meters a.s.l., Trescovăț offers
views of rare beauty over the
Iron Gates of the Danube. The
natural environment is very diverse during this
hiking: oak, Banat black pine and an impressive
forest with huge lime trees.
H.: cca. 5.5 hrs. ↑620 ↓620. The ascent is long, but
not steep and takes place on a good footpath. The heat is
often a problem during this ascent, so we schedule it very
early in the morning. The descent is also easy. No rocky
terrain and only short sectors overgrown with bushes.

In the afternoon, after a short break at a place
with fossils of ammonites, we take a bit more time
to search for rare orchids on the dry scrubland
near the village Svinița. We'll find here the same
species like in the previous day, but with high
chances of Ophrys scolopax ssp. cornuta (the socalled woodcock orchid, we've seen it here both
2013 and 2014, but is not easy to spot). A few
withered Orchis simia, which flowered much
earlier in spring, are also well possible. For the
dinner we consider the nearby village of Svini ța,
inhabited by a Serbian community; if a local family
is available, we'll have a dinner based on fish and
enjoy live Serbian music – if not possible, we'll eat
at our comfortable guesthouse.
For more pictures visit the album on FaceBook, dedicated
to this day (tour April-May 2013).

Day 08 – Friday
Tracking history in the Banat Highlands

We leave the guesthouse
Pensiunea “Iulia” and head west,
driving along the Danube Gorge.
The Iron Gates were an
important access way into
Central Europe throughout the
history, medieval ruins at Tri
Kule, Drencova, Golubac and Coronini testify of it
and provide topics for some nice photoshooting.
Also the regulation works on the river bed, carried
SC Tymes Globetrotter SRL
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on by Hungarians in the XIX-th century, make up
an interesting discussion topic. We stick to this
Habsburg part of the history as we leave the
Danube and cross the mountains to the small
town of Oravița. The Austrian bureaucrats,
employees of the state-owned mines in the Banat
Mountains, sponsored the building of a small
theatre in early XIX-th century – the oldest in
nowadays Romania (1817); it is restored, a little
gem of late Baroque and Classicism, and,
actually, represents a miniatured copy of the
former Burgtheater of Vienna. Otherwise the
whole old part of ”Orawitz”, now hit hard by
economical hardships, testifies of the flourishing
past and resembles an open-air museum. In the
afternoon the mountains remain way behind as we
drive north to Timișoara, Banat's main city. After
the week in scarcely inhabited areas in the
mountains, the big city buzz will comes as a bit of
shock, but we'll find here quite interesting sights –
starting already with the evening, as we go out for
dinner to a restaurant in the historical central area,
quite close to the hotel.
Important side note: For those interested in
historical pieces of engineering it is good to know,
that there is a very attractive mountain railway
starting from Oravița. The oldest mountain railway
east of Vienna links Oravița to the mining town
Anina (or Anina-Steierdorf), lying high in the
mountains on karst plateaus. Built between 18471863 and dubbed ”Banater Semmering”, it was
quite a technical achievement; the total 2084
meters of tunnels (from a railway length of 34 km)
were dug manually, the dynamite not being
invented yet at the time. The train ride lasts two
hours, but is only hardly doable on this day
because of the scarce time. Rather more an extranight in or near Oravița makes this train ride
possible. For orchid lovers: the train ride brings
us to an area with Himantoglossum caprinum –
actually, some say that what we have here is a new
species of lizard orchid, namely Himantoglossum
jankae.
Day 09 – Saturday
Timisoara – city tour with Art Nouveau and
Romanian Revolution

No orchids and no mountains for this
day – just historical urban landscape.
Timisoara, named ”Temeswar” or
”Temesvar” till 1919, was a major city
of the Habsburg Empire and hosts a
large number of old buildings. We'll
some
Baroque
monuments
(churches, two example of “pillars of
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the plague”, some palaces) but the Art Nouveau
heritage is even more spectacular. Large squares
and wide pedestrian areas provide easy access to
this treasures, as we have a walking city tour of
Timisoara. The city landscape is connected to
newer events as well: the Romanian Revolution
against
the
Communist
dictator
Nicolae
Ceaușescu started here in December 1989 – for
becoming the first ”free” Romanian city, Timișoara
had to pay a high price: almost 100 death
casualties and 500 wounded (all through
shooting!). We'll serve both lunch and dinner at
various restaurants in the city (the dinner is
included only if the group doesn't have the return
flight on the afternoon of evening of day 09, of
course).

Equipment

For more pictures visit the album on FaceBook, dedicated
to this day (tour April-May 2013).

... Advice / ideas

Return flights, recommended possibilities:
•

from Timisoara on the afternoon /
evening of day 09, with Lufthansa via
Munich

•

from Budapest; bus transfer Timisoara Budapest in the afternoon of day 09 and
flight on day 10.

•

t y m e s
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Normal equipment for middle-high and low
mountains: hiking boots, rain protection,
sun protection (quite important in this
area!), daily backpack, simple head lamp.
Short trousers recommended, also swimming
suit.

Time frame
According to the blossoming time of the
wild tulips, but also taking into
consideration other factors (other plants,
weather statistics) we recommend mid-April
till end of April / beginning of May.

If you lack spare time in the time frame
mentioned above, you might consider the
”tulips our” which takes place in almost
the same area, but a bit earlier in the
year – in late April.
This tour package is intended for...

•

… already existing groups – this
might vary a lot, from purely
private groups of travellers to
trips of various associations –
this might be the perfect year trip
of your nature or trekking club.

•

We are also open to tour operators
from the UK, US or elsewhere (this
is the way we normally work with
our partners from Austria)

•

The tour also works for very small
groups & individual travellers,
only we'll have to pay attention to
some details, so that the final
rates stay within reasonable
ranges.

from Timisoara, early in the morning of
day 10, with WizzAir to London Luton

from Budapest, with transfer on the
morning of day 10.
Depending on the flight, there might well be a Day
10 (Sunday) of the trip. Otherwise this beautiful
spring journey ends in Timișoara.
•

For more pictures visit the album on FaceBook, dedicated
to this day (tour April-May 2013).

□□□□□□□
Difficulty range
The guided hiking is organized as one-day
trips. The hiking routes are of
intermediate (mid-level) difficulty,
taking generally 4-5 hrs. walking time and
up to 500-600 meters difference of
altitude. One hiking (Day 06, Mt.
Trescovăț) reaches slightly above the 600
meters 600 ↑ / ↓ limit (not the actual
altitude, but difference of altitude) but
is still not technically challenging and
can not be described as ”difficult
hiking”. Rocky outcrops may occur (seldom)
and also short sectors with missing paths,
but still fairly easy to manage.
SC Tymes Globetrotter SRL
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Flights – incoming & return
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For the airport of Timisoara (TSR), at the
time being (November 2014) we have two
main options of flights from / to the UK:
With WizzAir, direct flight
The flight is a direct one, but: a)
WizzAir is low-cost (fairly reliable, by
our experiences) and b) it takes off from
London Luton, which is pretty far away
from London proper.
For the incoming flight on Friday:
W6 3502

LTN 08:40

TSR 13:30

Note: there is a time difference between
Timisoara (RO) and London Luton (UK), the
flight takes, in fact, about 2.5 - 3 hrs.
For the return flight on Sunday:
W6 3501

TSR 07:00

LTN 07:55

With Lufthansa via Munich (MUC)

t y m e s

At this moment, Lufthansa has these
incoming flights to Timisoara, each
Friday:
LH1658

MUC 11:15

TSR 13:45

LH1660

MUC 14:25

TSR 16:55

LH1662

MUC 19:05

TSR 21:35

Note: there is a time difference between
Timisoara (RO) and Munich (DE), the flight
to / from Munich takes, in fact, about 1.5
hrs.
For the return flight on Saturday, there
are also three possible flights:
LH1663

TSR 06:40

MUC 07:10

LH1659

TSR 14:20

MUC 14:50

LH1661

TSR 17:30

MUC 18:00

Wild Orchids at the Iron Gates of the Danube
hiking tour in Romania: nature, culture & people

The airport of Budapest (Hungary) is
located at 285 km from Timișoara, of which
170 km (108 miles) on true highway; the
transfer takes about 3-3.5 hours. The
highway is expected to be completed mid2015, the distance will become 320 km /
cca. 3 hrs. The aurport of Budapest lies
conveniently for us, south-east of the
city – near the highway to Timișoara.
The airport of Belgrade (Serbia) is even
closer to Timișoara, only 180 km. But it
lies inconveniently west of the town – so,
for driving to Timișoara, one has to drive
right through Belgrade (huge traffic
jams!) and also highways are lacking.
Altogether, the time for the transfer from
Belgrade is about 4 hrs. (pretty
unreliable). Also the choice of flights to
/ from Belgrade is considerably thinner
than the one to / from Budapest.

Included services
•

Accommodation in DBL rooms with own
bathroom, in guest houses or hotels
3* (in Timișoara hotel****)

•

Full boarding (all meals); on the
days with hiking lunch is
sandwiches (package lunch / cold
lunch), in some cases at locals

•

all entrance fees and other
services (also boat trip included),
corresponding to tour description

•
•

transportation with van with AC
experienced English speaking guide

Not included:
•

Flight costs and other costs
related to your trip to/from the
point where the tour begins,
respectively ends (Timisoara,
Romania). We are happy to assist
you with your trip to Romania and
to change the beginning and the end
of the tour, accordingly.

•

Health insurance, not mandatory in
Romania for EU-citizens (optional)

The same return flights from Timisoara to
Munich are valid for Sundays, as well.
Further on from Munich, you have 7 flights
daily to London – plenty to choose from.
Of course, the flights with Lufthansa via
Munich can be used for reaching Timisoara
from any other major town in Europe.
There are many other flight options when
considering also the airports of Budapest
and Belgrade.
SC Tymes Globetrotter SRL
 Str. Lisabona nr. 7/1A Ap. 6, Timisoara RO 300603
☎ &  +40 256 203015

Rates
Please contact us for the most actual
rates, also customized according to group
size.

tymes tours

www.tymestours.ro
info@tymestours.ro

tymes tours
travel agent & tour operator in Timisoara, Romania
Reisebüro & Reiseveranstalter in Temeswar, Rumänien
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Our experience in the destination area
The mountains of the Banat region are
basically our “hiking homeland”, part of
our core experience area. We have been
hiking here privately since the early
1990s and starting organising tours here
right after the opening of Tymes Tours
(June 2014). Since 2006 we work in this
area with our partner WeltWeitWandern from
Graz, Austria – the tour
www.weltweitwandern.at/ROG02 takes place
in almost the same regions. During the
last five years we focused not only on
finding interesting species of orchids and
butterflies (within very many private
tours) but also on gaining our local
connections (families we've met during
time) into our travel packages, and this
is how the tour package was born.

More Information
For more detailed information, including
rates, as well as for bookings and or
partnerships / distribution, please
contact us directly:

tymes tours
info@tymestours.ro
www.tymestours.ro
SC Tymes Globetrotter SRL
Str. Lisabona 7/1A, Ap. 6
Timișoara 300603
Romania

SC Tymes Globetrotter SRL
 Str. Lisabona nr. 7/1A Ap. 6, Timisoara RO 300603
☎ &  +40 256 203015
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